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Who we are

Our Reach:

Our Commitment:

Elektro Genesis ME LLC has emerged as a leading force in the medical equipment industry, 
rapidly growing from its modest origins in the Middle East to become a multinational 
powerhouse. As one of the largest distributors and suppliers of medical equipment across Africa, 
GCC, and the Middle East, we have established an unrivaled reputation for reliability and quality.

Operating in multiple countries, including Ghana, Kenya, Uganda, Liberia, the United Arab 
Emirates, and Zambia, we have built a strong presence in key markets. Our extensive distribution 
network ensures that healthcare professionals in these regions have access to cutting-edge 
medical instruments and devices.

At Elektro Genesis, our unwavering mission is to provide customers 
with medical equipment built to the highest standards, without 
compromise. We take great pride in the longstanding relationships we 
have cultivated with our clients over the past 20 years. Their trust in our 
ability to deliver unmatched products and services sets us apart from 
the competition.



Our Mission :
Elektro Genesis is committed to delivering exceptional value to its customers worldwide by providing technologically advanced medical 
products of the highest quality at affordable prices. We aim to establish a comprehensive distribution network that serves clients across 
continents, including Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and the GCC. Through continuous innovation and a relentless focus on customer 
satisfaction, we strive to improve healthcare outcomes and enhance the well-being of individuals and communities globally.

Our Vision :
Our vision is to be a trusted leader in the global medical equipment industry, renowned for our unwavering 
dedication to excellence, integrity, and customer-centricity. We are driven to expand our product portfolio with 
state-of-the-art technologies that cater to the evolving needs of healthcare professionals worldwide. By cultivating 
strategic partnerships and leveraging our expertise, we aspire to shape the future of healthcare delivery, offering 
innovative solutions that positively transform patient care and outcomes. Together with our valued clients and 
partners, we envision a healthier and more accessible healthcare landscape spanning across continents.







Contact Us
Surgimed Liberia Limited

info.lr@surgimedgrp.com

+231 188 198 0951

Street 19 & 20 St. Monrovia Liberi

Vigor Medical Zambia Ltd.

info.zm@vigormedical.org

+260 763 947 565

Shop No. 10 5106 Luanshya Road 
Lusaka Zambia

Surgimed Ghana Ltd.

info.gh@surgimedgrp.com

+233 241 584 310

20A, Old Fadama Road, Accra 
Ghana

Surgimed Uganda Ltd.

info.ug@surgimedgrp.com

+256 704 010 522, +256 707 400 400

Shop No.1, Plot No.2, Bombo 
Road, Kampala Uganda

Vigor Medical Kenya Ltd.

info.ke@vigormedical.org

+254 784 314 341, +254 785 925 733

A-1 Premier Industrial Park, 
Babadogo, Nairobi Kenya,

Golden Gate Holdings

+971 567-797-033

1438 Tamani Arts Office
Building, Business Bay, Dubai 
United Arab Emirates, P.O. 691403


